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A Dexterous Part-Holding Model
for Handling Compliant Sheet
Metal Parts
Material handling of compliant sheet metal parts significantly impacts both part dim
sional quality and production rate in the stamping industry. This paper advances p
ously developed material handling end effector layout optimization methodology for
point end effectors [1] by developing a dexterous part-holding end effector model.
model overcomes the shortcomings of the rigid point part-holding end effector mod
predicting part deformation more accurately for various modes of deformation and f
set of part-holding end effector locations. This is especially important for handling
tems which utilize vacuum cup end effectors widely used for handling of large sheet
parts. The dexterous end effector model design method and an algorithm for estimat
model parameters are developed. The algorithm combines data from design of com
simulations and from the set of experiments by integrating finite element analysis a
statistical data processing technique. Experimental studies are conducted to verif
developed model and the model parameter estimation algorithm. The developed m
ology provides an analytical tool for product and process designers to accurately pr
part deformation during handling, which further leads to minimization of part deform
tion, improvement of part dimensional quality and increase of production rate.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1406953#
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1 Introduction
Compliant sheet metal parts are widely used in automot

aerospace, aircraft, appliance, and furniture industries. Mate
handling of compliant parts poses much greater challenge than
handling of rigid parts since the compliant parts can deform d
ing the handling process. Figure 1 shows an example of a mat
handling system for compliant parts used in a production sta
ing line. After a sheet metal part is stamped in one press statio
is picked up and transferred forward to the next press station
the material handling system. In general, large, flat sheet m
parts deform when they are transferred from one press statio
the next. The magnitude of part deformation depends on a num
of part and process design parameters such as: part compli
material handling transfer speed, and end effector layout. The
formation of parts strongly impacts part dimensional quality a
productivity. The impact of material handling on part quality c
be described on two levels:

1 Direct impact—through permanent part deformation occ
ring during the handling process;

2 Indirect impact—through part elastic deformation occurri
during the handling process.

Permanent deformation results in damaging a part and thu
not allowed in design of the material handling process. Based
extensive studies conducted previously@1–3#, part elastic defor-
mation during the handling process also has a significant im
on both part dimensional variation and rate of production. Ma
rial handling has been identified as one of the top five reasons
part dimensional variation in the automotive industry@1–3#. One
of the intrinsic reasons is part elastic deformation occurring d
ing part handling operations.

Part elastic deformation during material handling affects p
subassembly dimensional quality in the following ways:
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~a! Part nesting error—error of positioning/dropping parts in
the die~installed in the stamping press!. Part elastic deformations
may cause part positional variation in a die, which can furth
cause mis-stamping of parts in each press/die~a stamping line for
large automotive parts usually has 4–5 presses/dies!. These small
deviations of the part in each die accumulate and can eventu
cause very large dimensional variation of the final part or ev
produce scrap and/or cause line downtime. For automotive clo
panels this large accumulative part variation can be on the leve
4–6 mm or even larger~as measured by 6-sigma!

~b! Part distortion during die contact—parts are usua
dropped into the die at the end of the material handling proces
excessive elastic deformations occurs, the contact force betw
part and die can be so unevenly distributed that the part can
permanently damaged.

~c! Part-obstacle interference—part elastic deformation dur
transfer increases uncertainty in planning a part transfer trajec
This may, in effect, cause unexpected interference of the part
the surrounding environment and therefore, damage the part.
it can even cause reduction of production rate to avoid poten
interferences.

The lack of ability to accurately predict part elastic deformati
during the material handing process can cause design inte
dimensional quality of parts unachievable during production. A
ditionally, the part transfer path may not be the optimal one, a
the handling time between stations may not be the shortest t
resulting in reducing the overall rate of production. Therefo
prediction of part elastic deformation is one of the most critic
issues in the material handling of compliant sheet metal parts
this paper, all considered part deformations are assumed t
elastic.

In some sense, the prediction of part deformation during h
dling with a given end effector layout is similar to the predictio
of workpiece deformation during fixture design process. Fixtu
modeling and design has been thoroughly studied and signifi
results have been achieved@4#. Based on the part characteristic
the research in fixture design can be categorized into two gro
fixturing of rigid parts and fixturing of compliant parts. For rigi

e
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parts, the functional configuration of fixture is often based
kinematic and mechanical methods such as screw theory@5,6# and
force equilibrium equations@7#. In his research on constructin
force-closure grasps based on the shape of the grasped o
Nguyen @8# classified the locators as frictionless point conta
hard-finger contact and soft-finger contact. DeMeter@9# expanded
the fixture design research by considering the planar, spherica
cylindrical surface contacts between the workpiece and fixt
elements. Different approaches have also been developed fo
ture design optimization@10–12#.

Much less research has been done on fixturing for compl
parts. Lee and Haynes@13# proposed a finite element model of th
fixturing system analysis for prismatic parts. This research con
ered workpiece deformation and stresses as well as the fric
between the fixture element and the workpiece. Based on
finite element analysis model, many approaches to the opt
fixture design for compliant sheet metal parts have been de
oped@14–17#. Most recently, Ceglarek et al.@1# extended the tra-
ditional fixture design scenario to the material handling of sh
metal parts by adding movability conditions. Although their e
effector layout optimization methodology can significantly redu
part deformation during the handling process, the end effec
were modeled as rigid points. This can be applied to mate
handling systems that use shovels or fingers as end effectors

However, a significant number of material handling systems
vacuum cup type of end effectors to handle large stamped s
metal parts. The vacuum cups have some translational and
sional motion flexibility in 3-D space relative to the part handle
The rigid point model does not represent these characteristics
thus cannot predict part deformation accurately. Furthermore,
rigid models, the prediction accuracy of part deformation is
consistent in the whole domain of end effector holding positio
layouts. For some end effector layouts, the rigid model is e
unable to estimate part deformation mode correctly~see Fig. 15 in
Section 4.4 for more details!.

While there are a number of techniques for modeling con
region deformation@18,19#, in general, these consider the effect
static loadings on quasi-static workpiece deflection. They ass
a workpiece to be an elastic body in frictional contact with rig
elements. This assumed condition is very different from the wo
ing conditions of material handling of sheet metal parts, wh
have been described by Ceglarek et al.@1#. Yeh and Liou@20#
proposed a modeling technique to monitor the contact condit
based on dynamic response frequencies of a fixture system.
virtual spring element based on the Hertz theory was used
recapitulate fixture contact conditions in finite element modeli
This research cannot be applied in material handling since
contact stiffness in this research is estimated through fo
deformation ratio at contact point, which is invalid in mater
handling for compliant sheet metal parts as vacuum cups ca
be represented by parallel linear springs.

All the above mentioned research has significantly advan
fixture design for sheet metal parts and is helpful for part de
mation control during the material handling process. However,
lack of a dexterous model of end effectors has imposed a c

Fig. 1 An example of a material handling system in a stamping
line
110 Õ Vol. 124, FEBRUARY 2002
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straint on precise part deformation prediction, and further limit
the improvement of part dimensional quality and production r
caused by material handling.

This paper attempts to resolve the aforementioned challen
by developing a dexterous part-holding model which models
vacuum cup type of end effectors as several linear springs con
ured in a 3-D space. By the term ‘‘dexterous,’’ we mean that t
model incorporates flexibility necessary to reflect the real char
teristics of the industrial end effectors. This dexterous model d
fers from dexterous hand study in robotic research, where
robot hand has many degrees of freedom and each finger and
can be individually and independently driven@21#. In this paper,
the presented research is focused on developing an accurate
holding model to precisely describe the characteristics of a gi
vacuum cup-type of end effector, and therefore, to precisely p
dict part deformation during the material handling process.

In order to develop such a model, first, the structure of t
dexterous part-holding end effector model needs to be desig
Second, values for some of the critical but unknown paramet
such as cup stiffness and effective diameter, need to be estim
based on the handling motion direction and velocity profile, p
weight and other handling factors. The accurate estimation of d
terous model parameters is critical for the development of
model.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the st
ture design of the dexterous part-holding model. Section 3 p
sents the methodology for the dexterous model parameter est
tion. The developed methodology is then validated through a c
study and experiments, which are presented in Section 4. Fin
Section 5 presents summary and conclusions.

2 The Dexterous Model Structure Design
The methodology for development of dexterous part-holdi

end effector model includes the dexterous model structure de
and the model parameter estimation. In this section, we pre
how to build a dexterous model geometry for a given cup dia
eter and cup height.

There are two kinds of part-holding end effectors common
used in the handling of sheet metal parts in a stamping li
vacuum cups and fingers or shovels. Fingers or shovels are
ally used to transfer small and rigid parts. Vacuum cups are u
ally used to transfer large and flat sheet metal parts. In gene
there are three types of commonly used vacuum suction cu
round, round convoluted, and oval cups, as shown in Fig. 2.

This paper develops a model for the round vacuum cups. T
developed methodology can be easily expanded to model the
voluted and oval cups. The key parameters for the round vacu
cups are:~1! cup material,~2! cup diameter, and~3! cup height.
One of the characteristics of the round vacuum cups is that
end, near the holding socket~cup-to-frame joint!, is fixed without
any degree of freedom to move; the other end, near the han
part ~cup-to-part joint!, can move along with the part due to th
elasticity of the end effector material~Figs. 2 and 3!. This char-
acteristic can be represented by a system of springs, which
paper calls adexterous part-holding end effector model.

Fig. 2 Commonly used vacuum cups
Transactions of the ASME
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The structure design of the dexterous model is based on
steps:

1 Defining cup-to-frame and cup-to-part joints. The cup-t
frame joint is usually designed as a rigid point. It is simulated
the same manner as in the dexterous model~Fig. 3!. The cup-to-
part contact region, for round cups, is a ring with large and sm
diameters, which are determined based on the cup’s initial dia
eter and the dynamic parameters~vacuum level, part weight, etc.!.
It is simulated as a circle. The diameter of the circle will b
determined by the approach presented in Section 3.

2 Discretizing the simulated cup-to-part joints. The circle re
resenting the cup-to-part joints is discretized into a series
points. By connecting these points with the simulated cup-
frame joint with linear springs, we can obtain a dexterous mo
~Fig. 3!.

The slippage of the handled part relative to cups is not allow
during the transfer process. Otherwise the part may be dama
during handling as discussed in Section 1. Thus, the cup and
handled part are in contact without any slippage at all times d
ing a successful material handling process. Therefore, the s
friction in the cup-to-part contact region is reflected through t
reaction forces on the node.

Due to the geometric complexity of the sheet metal parts a
the part-holding end effectors, Finite Element Analysis~FEA! is
used for modeling and simulation, specifically, ABAQUS so
ware. In ABAQUS, each spring in the dexterous model is trea
as a spring element. Figure 4 shows an example of the dexte
model consisting of four springs. Point A represents the cup
frame joint. Points B, C, D, and E represent discretized cup
part contact points. Line segment AB, AC, AD, and AE repres
the four springs. Point F is the orthogonal projection of point
into the part plane.

Generally, in the dexterous model of vacuum cups, it is like
that the cup diameter represented by points B through E does
coincide with the FEA nodes. Thus, three approaches can be

Fig. 4 An example of a dexterous part-holding model

Fig. 3 The cup partly adheres to the part
Table 1 Summary of end effector

Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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in order for the FEA model to run:~a! to employ shape functions
for the finite element,~b! to locally remesh the handled part, or~c!
to approximate the cup diameter in the spring model. Employ
shape functions can guarantee an exact size of the spring m
however, it needs more effort in generating the model. Loca
remeshing can generate a uniform spring model wherever the
effector is located, but more efforts are required in the remesh
process. On the other hand, the approximation of the cup siz
the spring model avoids the efforts of employing shape functi
and remeshing, though the accuracy depends on the mesh re
tion and may be reduced in some cases. Figure 5 illustrates
approximation approach.

In Fig. 5, four areas represent the possible regions that eac
the cup-to-part contact points could be located. The regions
determined by the spring model structure design such as the n
ber of springs and their orientations. Within each region, the no
which has the shortest distance to the ideal cup-to-part con
circle, is selected to be the cup-to-part contact point. Theref
different springs may have different lengths and form differe
angles to the cup-to-part contact plane in the spring model.
example, spring lengths of AB and AE in Fig. 5 are different.

It can be seen that in the approximation approach, the accu
of the spring model depends on the mesh density of the par
finer mesh can lead to a more accurate spring model. This is
to the fact that when the mesh size is smaller, each end effe
model will cover a higher number of finite elements. Part def
mation caused by changing the end of the spring from inside
the mesh element to the node of this element is of less importa
Therefore, it is acceptable to use the closest node of the m
element as a position for location of the end of the spring in
proposed model. It can be observed that sensitivity of such
proximation varies with the end effector layout changes.

3 Dexterous Model Parameter Estimation
After designing the structure of a dexterous end effector mo

the key parameters of the model need to be selected and d
mined. This section presents the procedure to estimate the
parameters of the model. The key parameters in the dexte
model are stiffness, diameter, and height. Table 1 lists the p
holding end effector types and key parameters for the end effe
and for the dexterous model.

The key cup parameters~KCP! cannot be used directly as ke
model parameters~KMP! in the dexterous model for two main
reasons. First, the end effector stiffness is difficult to test. We
only test the equivalent

Fig. 5 Approximating the cup size in the spring model
types and the key parameters
FEBRUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 111
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stiffness of the cup in the direction of its axis by recording t
loading and the cup extension or contraction. However, how
cup stiffness can be decomposed in the spring model is
straightforward. Second, the developed dexterous model and
real cup are only functionally equivalent. The dexterous mo
parameters do not physically map those of the real cup. This
be explained by analyzing the stress conditions inside the
material. For example, in the static holding, as shown in Fig
the end effector partly adheres to the part surface. Since insid
cup is a vacuum, the cup is in a compressed state. In the sp
model, however, the spring undergoes tension and is in an e
gated state. Therefore, the measured stiffness of the cup cann
used as the stiffness of the spring. Additionally, during trans
motion the cup-to-part contact area may vary during differ
transfer processes and depends on the vacuum pressure lev
handling dynamic loading conditions. This means that the eff
tive end effector diameter will change as well. Therefore, the
tial cup diameter cannot be taken as the effective diameter for
model.

The goal of the dexterous model parameter estimation is
determine the following relations:

km5 f 1~kc ,dc ,hc!1«1

dm5 f 2~kc ,dc ,hc!1«2 (1)

hm5 f 3~kc ,dc ,hc!1«3

where «1 , «2 and «3 are estimation errors caused by the e
effector layout, handling dynamics, and part geometry, andf 1 ,
f 2 , and f 3 are unknown functions to be identified.

The whole procedure for the dexterous model parameter
mation includes the following key steps:

1 End effector layout selection. A total number ofM end effec-
tor layouts are selected for conducting the FEA simulation. T
selection of the end effector positions depends on the part de
mation modes of interest. For example, for a rectangular bl
held in static condition, if end effectors are placed near the ce
of the part, its deformation mode is a convex curve as show
Fig. 9 of Section 4.1.1. When end effectors are placed near
edge of the part, its deformation mode is a concave curve
shown in Fig. 11 of Section 4.1.1. Based on the number of mo
of interest, one can select the positions to place the end effec
The number of end effector layouts~equal toM! depends on the
required estimation for accuracy and robustness. More accu
and robust estimation requires the FEA simulation to be c
ducted for a larger number of end effector layouts~see Section 3.2
for details!.

2 FEA simulation. At each of theM end effector layouts,m
FEA simulations are conducted. The number of simulations~equal
to m! depends on the number of intended values for each vari
to be estimated. The number of levels should be selected suc
to span the real cup parameter range. More details are presen
Section 3.1.

3 Experiments. Experiments are conducted to test for part d
formation at each of theM end effector layouts.

4 Data processing. The dexterous model parameters are e
mated by developing an algorithm based on the simulation d
and the experimental results. Details are presented in Section

3.1 Part Deformation Simulation. The purpose of the FEA
simulation is to investigate part deformation behavior under gi
key parameters of the dexterous model. One important findin
conducting this research is that sheet metal blanks usually h
internal stress due to coiling or decoiling processing, and th
fore, show some initial curvature in the natural status. Whe
blank is held by end effectors on its two different surfaces,
deformation contour of the blank is different. This phenomen
must be considered in the simulation since it significantly impa
the final blank deformation. The initial curvature is reflected in t
FEA mesh of the handled blank.
112 Õ Vol. 124, FEBRUARY 2002
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Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the part deformation simulat
procedure. First, the FEA geometry mesh of the part is establis
including its initial curvature. Then, at a given end effector layo
the dexterous end effector model is generated by the method
sented in Section 2. Next, loading and boundary conditions
applied to the whole model, and part deformation is calculated
the output, part deformations at predetermined key character
points are recorded. The key characteristic points are selected
product designer to reflect the critical discrete points used to
termine an acceptable deformation contour of the whole part.1

Figure 6 shows the procedure for one simulation cycle. At e
end effector layout, a total ofm simulations are conducted. A
design of simulations~DOS! approach is used to organize th
conducted simulations. The purpose of DOS is to understand
overall part deformation behavior quantitatively. In addition, it
one part of the parameter estimation approach~see Section 3.2!.
The design variables used during simulations are the dexte
model stiffness, diameter, and height. The number of levels
each variable is determined based on the practical experience
lowing the general guidelines used in the Design of Experime
~DOE! approaches@26#.

3.2 Data Processing. After conducting the simulations, the
deformations of theM sets of simulated key characteristic poin
are obtained. Each simulation set includesm simulations with
different stiffnesskm , diameterdm , and heighthm . Data process-
ing includes the following steps:

1 For each one of them simulation results at each of theM end
effector layouts, deformation of the key characteristic point is
pressed as a polynomial equation by fitting all the deformat
data:

YI f i t 5(
j 50

n

ajx
j5anxn1an21xn211•••1a1x1a0 (2)

whereaj is the coefficient of the polynomial function,x represents
the coordinate along the line passing key characteristic points,
n is the order of the polynomial equations.

2 The relationship between each coefficientaj ~coefficient for
xj ! and the variableskm , dm , hm , ~represented byk, d, and h
respectively, in the following equations!, is derived by the least
square curve fitting for all the abovem polynomial equations.

aj5(
i 51

l

cik
i1(

j 51

p

sjd
j1(

r 51

q

wrh
r1aj 0 (3)

1The key characteristic points are used to define the most important and
sensitive features of the product~points on the product where excess variation w
most significantly affect product quality and performance!, and of the process~points
which are used to control the manufacturing process in order to maintain the pro
quality, for example, fixture locators!. See@22–25# for more details.

Fig. 6 Flowchart for the part deformation simulation
Transactions of the ASME
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whereci , sj and wr are coefficients for polynomial equation o
stiffnessk, diameterd, and heighth, respectively,l, p and q are
the order of the polynomial equation ofk, d andh respectively.aj 0
is the residual constant after the fitting.

3 By substitutingaj in Eq. ~2! using Eq.~3!, YI f i t is expressed
by a function ofk, d andh.

YI f i t 5 f ~k,d,h! (4)

4 The experimental data are used to estimate the values ofk, d,
and h. The values ofk, d, andh should minimize the difference
betweenYI f i t and the experimental deformation curve for all th
M cup holding layouts. The problem is then transformed to
following optimization problem:

min(
j 51

M H(
i 51

N

@YI f i t ~xi !2YItest~xi !#
2J

j (5)
with:k>0,d>0,h>0

wherexi represents the key characteristic point, andN is the num-
ber of key characteristic points.

5 The spring stiffnessk, diameterd and heighth are obtained
by solving the above optimization problem.

4 Validation of the Developed Methodology

4.1. Case Study. A case study is performed to illustrate th
procedures of the previously presented methodology and to ve
its validity. The sample part is a steel sheet metal blank w
dimensions of 924 mm by 260 mm by 0.6 mm~Fig. 7!.

The elastic modulusE is 2.073105 MPa and Poisson’s ratio is
n50.3. The center of the part is set as the origin of the coordin

Fig. 7 The sample part and the coordinate system
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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system. The end effector locations vary along the liney5
670 mm. The initial shape of the part is convex with the cen
point 30 mm above the edge points~Fig. 8b!.

4.1.1 FEA Simulation. In the FEA analysis, HYPERMESH
was used for the geometry meshing and ABAQUS was used
the analysis and the post-processing. The part was modeled u
shell elements with mesh size of 10 mm by 10 mm. The geom
mesh of the sample part is shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, the poi
2319, 2274, 2293, 2425, 2419, 2410, 1749, 1739, 1698, 18
1870, 261, 1183, 1162, 1319, 1310, 1275, 643, 634, 616, 7
720, and 734 are selected as key characteristic points whose
formation represent the deformation contour of the sample pa

A DOS is performed to determine all parameters of the dex
ous model. The dexterous model used in this case study
4-spring model constructed as shown in Fig. 4. The height in
spring model has relatively less impact on the holding-induc
part deformation. Therefore, as a starting point, we will take
height of the physical cup as the height in the dexterous mo
Following the acceptable variable ranges in real industrial ap
cations, the value for each variable at each selected level is s
follows:

1 spring stiffness~N/mm!: 0.5; 1; 2; 5; 10; 20; 50; and 100
2 dexterous model diameter~mm!: 20&; 40&; and 100&
3 dexterous model height~mm!: 10

Spring stiffness is the most critical parameter in the devel
ment of the dexterous model. The stiffness value 0.5 N/mm sta
for the softest spring, and 50 N/mm stands for the hardest sp
used in industrial application to handle parts similar to the p
sented case. We have also added stiffness ofk5100 N/mm to test
the dexterous modeling limitations for cups which behave
proximately as rigid points in considered cases. The simula
deformation is more sensitive to the smaller values of stiffn
than the larger values. Thus, more stiffness values are select
the lower end of the stiffness range~close to 0.5 N/mm!. A general
guideline for selection of variable levels in design of experime
is presented in Wu and Hamada@26#.

The end effector holding positions are selected atx
56200 mm andx56400 mm to represent two different defo
mation modes of the part. Later, we will usex5200 mm andx
5400 mm to indicate these two layouts. The three aforementio
dexterous model diameters 20&, 40&, and 100& will be repre-
sented in further description byd510 mm, d520 mm, andd
550 mm respectively. This representation links the dexter
model diameters to the multiplication of the mesh size~10 mm in
Fig. 8 Geometry mesh and target points for the sample part
FEBRUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 113
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Fig. 9 Simulation for xÄ200 mm and dÄ20 mm
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this case! and does not represent exact diameter of the mod
however, this notation helps to visually locate the model. Follo
ing the procedures presented in Section 3, we have:M52, and
m524 ~8*3*1!. Figures 9 through 11 show some selected
amples of the simulation results.

We can see that end effector holding positions~x5200 andx
5400!, spring stiffness~k50.5; 1; 2; 5; 10; 20, 50 and 100! and
model diameter~d520 and 50! have an impact on part deforma
tion. With the same stiffness and dexterous model cup diam
different holding positions cause dramatically different part def
mation contours~compare Figs. 9 and 11!. The sensitivity of part
deformation to the stiffness increases when holding positions
near the edge of the part~compare Fig. 9 and Fig. 11!, or when the
spring model diameter is larger~compare Fig. 9 and Fig. 10!.

It should be also noted that for simulations of dexterous mod
with very large values of stiffness~k! FEM simulations may not
converge due to some FEM-based numerical problems. For
ample, for the case when part is held at positionx5400 mm, and
ARY 2002
els;
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-
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with the largest stiffness equal tok5100 N/mm, FEA analysis
conducted using ABAQUS diverges~thus, a total of 21 simula-
tions were conducted!. This does not affect the accuracy of th
presented results~see Fig. 13!, however, it allows for the assess
ment of limitations of the FEM-based dexterous model. It is su
gested that for the end effectors with very large stiffness it wo
be more appropriate to use a rigid point end effector mode
presented in Ceglarek et al.@1# instead of a dexterous model.

The computational cost depends on the number of simulatio
variable values, and holding positions. For each simulation, it to
from several seconds to 20 minutes of CPU time on a HP 90
C110 workstation with 128 MB RAM. For example, when hol
ing position is atx5400 mm, stiffness isk520 N/mm and spring
diameter isd520 mm, the total CPU time is 334 seconds. Co
putational time increases for larger values of stiffness and
holding position atx5400 mm.

4.1.2 Dexterous Model Parameter Estimation.In our study,
the origin of the coordinate system is set at the center of the
Fig. 10 Simulation for xÄ200 mm and dÄ50 mm

Fig. 11 Simulation for xÄ400 mm and dÄ20 mm
Transactions of the ASME
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geometry, thus, resulting in part deformation to be symmetric
therefore, the polynomial equation for each individual simulat
curve is an even function. Curve fitting and model order selec
procedure was based on the comparison of residual errors
resulted in selection of the 4th order~residual error is on the sam
level for 4th and 6th order models!, i.e., n54. The generic equa
tion for the 4th order even polynomial function is:

YI f i t 5a4x41a2x21a0 (6)

The relationship between each polynomial coefficient and
stiffness k and diameterd ~as presented in Eq.~3!! is found
through curve fitting. The model fitting procedure conducted
determined by residual error and coefficient of determination (R2)
@27#. The principle is to select the lower order model satisfyi
residual error criterion andR2. The linear model is adequate re
garding the relation for holding position at 200 mm (R2

50.966), and acceptable for holding position at 400 mm (R2

50.844). The relations between part deformation and the stiffn
k and cup diameterd is as follows:

For holding atx5200 mm,

a4525.031027k21.231026d16.0931021

a255.031024k19.031024d24.8431021 (7)

a053.9331022k21.1931021d133.3

For holding position atx5400 mm,

a456.931026k18.031027d24.9831024

a2529.231023k21.431023d12.9431021 (8)

a051.12k22.1131022d219.9

Therefore, we get

YI f i t I2005A1k1B1d1C1 (9)

YI f i t I4005A2k1B2d1C2

whereA1 , B1 , C1 , A2 , B2 , C2 are functions of the target poin
positionx.

The experiments were conducted using the experimental s
and equipment described in Section 4.2. The final fitting prob
as described in Eq.~5!, i.e. the optimization problem, is trans
formed to minimize:

(
i 51

23

@YI f i t I200~xi !2YItestI200~xi !#
21(

i 51

23

@YI f i t I400~xi !

2YItestI400~xi !#
2

with:k>0, d>0 (10)

This is a quadratic constrained optimization problem with va
ablesk and d. The following result is obtained by solving thi
problem:k51.13 N/mm,d518.72 mm.

4.2 Experimental Setup and Equipment. A test-bed for
the experimental verification of the methodology was set up
investigate the sheet metal part deformation behavior under
ferent holding layouts as shown in Fig. 12. The tested part, n
essary equipment as well as data acquisition system are as
lows:
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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1 Part. The part dimension and material property are the sa
as that used in the simulation~section 4.1!.

2 Cups. A set of cups is used in the experiment. The cups us
are also shown in Fig. 12.

3 Cup layouts. The layouts atx5200 mm andx5400 mm are
used for model parameter estimation. Different layouts are use
verify the validity of the developed modeling and parameter e
mation methodology.

4 Measurement device. DC Fastar sensor is used to test pa
deformation. DC Fastar is a fast response transducer that mea
linear displacement and absolute position. Its resolution is 0.
percent of the full measurement range. The sensor used h
4-inch measurement range, thus the resolution is 1mm.

5 Data acquisition system. LABVIEW software is used to
record the sensor signal in voltage reading.

4.3 Experimental Verification. To verify the validity of the
proposed dexterous model parameter estimation algorithm, a
end effector layout atx5250 mm is chosen to conduct both th
simulation and test. Since the model diameter cannot be rando
set for testing, we usedd520 mm to conduct all simulations. The
value of d520 mm is very close to the value ofd presented in
Section 4.1.2. The stiffness used is equal tok51.13 N/mm.

The obtained results for both simulations and experimental t
ing are presented in Fig. 13. The maximum difference betwe

Fig. 12 Experimental setup and the test sensor

Fig. 13 Comparison of the simulation data with the experi-
ment data
FEBRUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 115
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simulated and tested part deformations is 3.15 mm. The obta
results satisfy industrial requirements for part handling posit
accuracy~smaller than 6 mm!.

Remarks:In the presented case, two holding layouts used
dexterous model estimation were sufficient to obtain the mo
which is valid for various part holding layouts within present
application domain. It can also be concluded that parameter
mation of dexterous model by using a larger number of part ho
ing layouts will allow for higher accuracy of model and expa
validity of the model for larger domain of different part holdin
layouts. However, in industrial practice, one would like to use
small a number of layout as possible in the model parameter
timation procedure as long as the accuracy satisfies the req
ments in the application domain.

4.4 Comparison with the Rigid Point End Effector Model.
In order to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed dexte
model over the rigid model proposed by Ceglarek et al.@1#, we
conducted simulations of four different rigid point models a
compared them with experimental testing of handling sheet m
part held by 4 vacuum cups. The four different rigid point mod
are generated by applying the following varying boundary con
tions: Model (1): all the x, y, andz translational degrees of free
dom ~DOF! for all four end effectors are constrained;Model (2):
the four end effectors~denoted byEi , i 51, 4! are constrained as
follows: E1 : all x, y, and z DOFs are constrained,E2 : x and z
DOFs are constrained;E3 : y andz DOFs are constrained,E4 : z
DOF is constrained;Model (3): the four end effectors are con
strained as follows:E1 : all translational and rotational DOFs ar
constrained,E2 : x, z and all rotational DOFs are constrained;E3 :
y, z and all rotational DOFs are constrained,E4 : z and all rota-
116 Õ Vol. 124, FEBRUARY 2002
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tional DOFs are constrained, andModel (4): all the translational
and rotational degrees of freedom are constrained. Model~2!
simulates the deformation when the material flow is allowed
tween the end effectors, Model~3! is similar to Model~2!, but it
does not allow the rotational DOFs at the end effector locatio
Simulations were conducted for two end effector layouts: ax
5200 mm and atx5400 mm.

The simulation results for all four rigid point models and th
test data for two part holding layouts are presented in Fig. 14
Fig. 15.2 It can be seen from Fig. 14 that when a holding positi
is at x5200 mm, only Model~2! can predict part deformation to
the accepted tolerance limit of 6 mm. The accuracy of the ot
models exceed required tolerance limit. On the other hand, it
be seen from Fig. 15 that when a holding position is atx
5400 mm, none of the four models can predict the deformat
within the accepted tolerance limit. Moreover, models~1!, ~3! and
~4! do not predict correct mode of part deformation. The presen
results suggest that no rigid point models can predict part de
mation with sufficient accuracy simultaneously for various p
holding layouts required for a given application of handling pa
using vacuum cups. It can be concluded that for compliant sh
metal parts, handled by material handling system with vacu
cups, a dexterous model is more appropriate. The rigid point m
els can be very effective for sheet metal parts handled by gripp
shovels or very rigid vacuum cups.

2It needs to be noticed that the curve of model~1! is overlapped with the curves
of modesl~3! and~4! and cannot be seen in Fig. 14. The maximum distance betw
the two curves is smaller than 0.35 mm. In a similar way, the curve of model~1! is
overlapped with the curve of model~4! and cannot be easily seen in Fig. 15. Th
maximum distance between the two curves is smaller than 0.12 mm.
Fig. 14 Rigid point models comparison for holding layout position at 200 mm

Fig. 15 Rigid point model comparison for holding layout position at 400 mm
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 16 Desired part deformation contour
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4.5 Comparison of Optimal End Effector Locations. One
of the most important applications of part deformation predicti
is for the end effector location optimization. Ceglarek et al.@1#
have presented an end effector location optimization techni
based on a rigid end effector model. We applied this techniqu
a sheet metal blank using both the rigid model and a dexter
spring model. We selected the most appropriate case for the r
point model to better understand its impact on the layout opti
zation. The objective function of the optimization is to minimiz
part deformation from a given die contour@1#. This objective
function is used for handling sheet metal blanks before the fi
stamping operation and is formulated based on the premise
when part deformation shape is the same as the die contour
nesting error is minimized and the stamped part has minim
dimensional variation.

The investigation is based on a sheet metal plate with a siz
960 mm by 260 mm by 1 mm. The die contour is approximated
the curve shown in Fig. 16. Five critical points on the sheet me
plate were selected to represent the entire deformation of the
and are also shown in Fig. 16. The objective function used for
optimization is to minimize the standard deviation of part defo
mation from the die contour as measured at five selected crit
points.

The optimization results are listed in Table 2. The optimal e
effector locations are schematically shown in Fig. 17. It can
seen that with the developed dexterous spring model, the resu
optimal end effector locations are different from those when us
a rigid point model even for the case of using the most appropr
rigid point model. Thus, it is also suggested when to use
dexterous model in optimizing handling layout for part trans
using vacuum cups.

Table 2 Optimization results

Fig. 17 The optimal end effector locations
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5 Conclusions

Material handling of compliant sheet metal is a critical yet u
derresearched area in sheet metal stamping. One of the most
lenging issues is the elastic part deformation during the hand
process, which significantly impacts both part dimensional qua
and the production rate. The elastic part deformation increases
possibility of part nesting error in dies, part distortion during co
tact with die as well as potential part-system interferences. I
very critical during material handling to control elastic deform
tion of parts. This paper advances previously developed mate
handling end effector layout optimization methodology for rig
point end effectors@1# by developing a dexterous part-holding en
effector model. This model overcomes the shortcomings of
rigid point part-holding end effector model by predicting part d
formation more accurately for various modes of deformation a
for a domain of part-holding end effector location. This is esp
cially important for handling systems with vacuum cups type
end effectors widely used for handling large sheet metal parts
addition, it generates more accurate optimal end effector lo
tions, which can be used to improve the material handling tool
design. The presented results showed that no rigid point mo
can predict part deformation with sufficient accuracy simul
neously for various part holding layouts required for handli
parts using vacuum cups. It can be concluded that the dexte
model is more appropriate for compliant sheet metal parts han
by material handling systems with vacuum cups. The rigid po
models can be effective for sheet metal parts handled by gripp
shovels or very rigid vacuum cups.

The dexterous end effector model design method and an a
rithm for estimation of model parameters are developed. The
gorithm combines data from design of computer simulations
from the set of experiments by integrating finite element analy
and a statistical data processing technique. Experimental stu
are conducted to verify the developed dexterous cup model
the model parameter estimation algorithm. The parameter est
tion algorithm provides accurate estimation of model parame
valid for a selected domain of part holding layouts based on
periments with only two pre-selected layouts. The develop
model and methodology provides an analytical tool for prod
and process designers to be used for accurate prediction of
deformation during handling which further leads to minimizati
of part deformation and improvement of part dimensional qua
and rate of production.
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